FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Zenbooth Brings Comfort, Style, and Privacy to the Modern Office
Berkeley, CA – May 11, 2018 - For 50 years, NeoCon has provided a stage for the best of the best in commercial
office design. Zenbooth proudly joins the distinguished tradition as an exhibitor and will display products, such as
the beautifully designed and affordably priced Comfort Booth. The Comfort Booth is an open office floor plan
solution and creates space for office workers to concentrate, conduct business phone calls, and escape common
distractions.
"Comfort Booths provide individual workers with necessary spaces of calm and focus in the modern and often
distracting open office environment," says Growth Marketing Manager,
Larkin McGowan.
The Comfort Booth provides an easy and inexpensive way for fast
growing companies to give employees the privacy and noise resistant
spaces that they need. Its style beautifully fits the modern office
aesthetic and is designed with the customer’s peace and productivity in
mind. The Comfort Booth comes in either maple interior with maple
exterior or white exterior with maple interior. It includes the following
features:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Double pane insulated glass door
Renewable sound insulation
Clear safety plexiglass ceiling
Custom wood standing desk
Quiet ventilation fans
Ports for device charging as well as conventional electrical
sockets

Zenbooths are priced, designed and manufactured with one goal in mind: Quiet spaces in every workplace. The
Comfort Booth is engineered for simple assembly and does not require an expensive contractor. Assembling a
Comfort Booth only requires a hand drill, two individuals, and about two hours to complete.
Open office environments are now more researched and studied than ever before by psychologists, productivity
experts and business professionals and it is now understood that there is a great need for private and quiet spaces
within the workplace. Employees with access to private work spaces are experiencing increased productivity and
general wellness. Those ready to boost office productivity and wellness can contact Zenbooth today to place an order
or get more details.
If you are interested in understanding more of the research and science behind the need for Zenbooths, open office
environments, and employee productivity and wellness you can visit the extensive Zenbooth blog.
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Zenbooth is excited to have their expert staff on hand during the NeoCon conference and will be happy to discuss
how the Comfort Booth can change your open office for the better. NeoCon has showcased the best in high quality,
attractive, and affordable commercial design for business and government consumers since 1968. Please schedule a
visit with Zenbooth on the NeoCon website or click here for event registration information.
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